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In Quest of the Golden Fleece
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by Ronald Young
In the predawn hours of April
11 , 1 986 a small group of in
trepid souls set forth on a fateful
quest for the "Golden Fleece" of
college journalism. It was a
search for appreciation that was
not perceived in home waters.
Like Jason, the intrepid band
journeyed forth to Charleston, Il
linois to attend the fourth annual
I l linois College Press Associa
tion convention, and awards
competition. Tension was rife.
Just who were these fools from
the inconspicuous, and under
financed, college bi-weekly at
tempting to kid. They were up
against schools with three times
their budget, and staffs that were
six to eight times their size.
During the workshop ses
sions, on Friday, it became ob
vious that the GSU l nnovatorwas
outgunned in every category.
Many of the papers in the non
daily category. had their own
typesetting, composition, and
formatting computers. Several
had full-time advisors, and the
fact that many of them had from
1 8 to 2 7 paid staff members cast
a pall over the hopes of our
adventurers.
Twenty-four college papers
had submitted entries, and the
contrast between how they were

Sue Fagin
able to exploit opportunities, and
the way that the I nnovator had to
struggle along, reduced hope for
recognition to dismal poor rela
tion status.
Theirs was a rather defensive
atmosphere of inferiority. When
asked how we did things at the

Roxane Geraci-Ryan

Joseph Zierman

I nnovator, the best response was
to become shy, and ask how our
nch sisters did things. I t was a
bit humbling.
When it came time to announce
the ,award winning papers we
sought out a table in the darkest,
furthest corner, and prepared to

tough it out on "bread a nd stix,"
and tepid coffee. (Note: It was a
Rathskeller. The whole room was
darkened.)
At the beginning of the cere
mony, it was announced that
some papers had not qualified
for any awards. We bit our lips
and grimaced. The great god of
the press room sighed in sym
pathy, and I lapsed into contem
plation of a dismal trip home. But
wait! A school without a sports
program took first prize for the
best sports story. Bruce Hall of
the Innovator had won with a
fluke story on "Bar Room Ath
letics." The dam had burst.
Sue Fagin received an honor
able mention for the best edi
torial. Joe Zierman took third
place for his full page ad on the
Dick G regory appearance. Lee
Lyman had a third place for her
feature story, and the staff (Sue &
Roxane Ryan) received a third
place for best editorial page
layout.
Hard work and dedication had
offset some of the competitive
advantage of our rich sisters. Sue
and Roxane had wrought a silk
purse from a sow's ear. The I n
novator had been justified.
We are proud of the fine work
that these two people have done
to keep up morale, and steer the
rest of us through the problems
of another year.
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Peace Is Theme
by Valerie Ramdin
I nternational peace, respon
sibility, and development was the
theme of the 12th Annual Third
World Conference held April 3.
The round table forum was
chaired by Dr. Roger Oden,
Chairman of the Division of I nter
cultural Studies at GSU. The con
ference is annually designed to
create an exchange between the
public and international schol
ars, he explained. Various schol
ars discussed political and
social conflicts in the Philip
pines, Nicaragua, South America,
and Latin America.
Dr. Hekmat addressed mass
media habits among the inter
national students. " I nternal stu
dent faction in the U.SA is
significant target audience for
media," Hekmat reported. He
said that students with different
socio-demographics charac
teristics will have different mass
media habits.
Harold Sandstrom, who holds
a Ph.D. in government and
politics. said certain actions

could occur to resolve the con
flict between West I ndians and
African Americans in the Third
World: (1) Reinforcement of
B lack identity must take place;
(2) Education should include
sections of individual history; (3)
Black social groups must reach
out into the community.
Dr. Samuel 0. Enyia of The
GSU Media Communications
Division discussed " Media Colo
nialism in Africa." According to
Enyia, scholars in the past
depended on the "Moderization
Theory" to help transfer culture.
The theory stressed that the ex
posure to Western ideas imported
through media would advance
Third World nations. Enyia em
phasized that the transfer of cul
ture through " M odernization
Theory'' did not work. "New
media channels must be created,"
he speculated. He informed that
75% of African inhabitants are il
literate and 70% have no elec
tricity. Enyia explained, "More
than needing a change of media
they need a change of media
philosophy, 'and that should
come from within."

I mage Aids Goal
by Randy Moore
" H igh school students are pro
grammed to go straight into
college as freshmen at four year
institutions," said Loretta Jones
who recently spoke to a public
relations class at GSU on the
image of the university, "We try to
let people know that GSU has
programs equal to any four year
institution but we"re an upper
division, two year school."
"GSU doesn't have a bad
image, rather ifs a non-image,"
continued Jones, "Your contact
people can make or break you.
As a recruiter from GSU I had to
break down doors."
" Letters were sent to all high
school counselors. We wrote to
let them know that we wanted to
be invited to their college career
day activities. Our recruitment
begins in the fall around Septem
ber but it starts to get heavy
around October and Novem
ber," she concluded.
Jones admits at having worked
in higher education for the past
1 5 years at liT and N I U.She says
that her work for four year in-

stitutions was different from
GSU.
"When you are recruiting for a
four year institution you have,
more or less, a captive audience
of the age range of 17, 1 8 and 1 9
years old," continued Jones,
"GSU has an average age pop
ulation of 37. lfs the kind of in
stitution that you have to know
to sell.
"GSU is non-traditional in that
there's more career opportunity
for the students that attend,"
she stated.
"We're training people to be
future-orientated," concl uded
Jones. "Some people are not
sure of what they want to do
when they walk into our offices,
some have been out of school for
1 0 or 1 5 years and they had to
work up a lot of neNe just to walk
into our office," said Jones con
cerning her job, "You find that
you have to do a lot of image
building. I know that what I do will
affect their choice and maybe
their life."
She concluded by claiming
that GSU is now a better known
entity: " I nvitations are coming
in."
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What should
have been done
about Khadafy?

Bethe Hagens
Professor
Park Forest
"I felt the same way as every
one else did - I didn't want to
see the bombing. I would ask the
same question as the little black
lady asked on Donahue, and as
soon as she asked it she was cut
off theair. l'd like to know whatwe
did to him and them that made
them so mad."

Daryl Foster
Criminal Justice, U. G.
Chicago
" I think we should try to resolve
this by discussing the issue with
Khaddafy because we shouldn't
let them terrorize our citizens in
foreign lands. If discussing it
doesn't help, I feel we should
take military pursuit in getting our
idea across to Khaddafy."

Michele Rogers
Psychology, U. G.
Palos H ills
"I think they should get rid of
him - blow him up- shoot him!
I think they shOuld send them in
and show them whafs going on
over there. Send the military in
and bomb them some more. Try
to hit Khadafy. I think if they get
rid of Khadafy that will get rid of
a lot of problems. "

Geri Dalton
Staff - Child Care Center
Chicago Heights
"Either send in a secret agent
to get rid of him or we should
have the people in his country
who want to overthrow h1m do 1t
and put him in jail. "

Steve Carlin
Media Communications, U.G.
Park Forest
"I think we should find out
when his birthday is and send
him a really good birthday pre
sent to try to make up for misun
derstandings over the past few
years. Lers send him all of the
Rajneesh's Rolls Royces and
sink his country."

Prof Clarifies Telecourses
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BOOK SALE
April 29, 30, 1 986
during Spring/Summer
Registration
Sponsored by GSU University/
Library Foundation
Most Items 50¢/25¢

Thank you for your recent arti
cle on the telecourse under pro
duction, M I S 39A Business
Microcomputer Applications.
I would like to extend a warm
welcome to all GSU students,
faculty, and staff to enroll in the
course. I have been asked a
number of questions since the
article by prospective students
and would like to give some
answers to these questions.
The course covers various
microcomputer topics, such as
hardware 1ssues, spreadsheets
(Lotus 1 -2-3); wordprocessing
(Wordsta�; database ( Dbase I l l);
graphics ( Lotus 1 -2-3), as well as
demonstrations in telecom
mun ications. The course is
designed as hands- on training
or the learning-by-doing method.
This type of course is highly
recommended for business
students by the National Em
ployment Business Weekly. The
subjects covered relate to em
ployment level skills.
Telecourse allows for a semi-

Farewell

& Adieu

DEAR E DITOR A N D PREc
IOUS H EARTS OF GSU,
It is time to say adieu, not
goodbye, but adieu. Goodbye is
too final. How does one select
words to express the feelings of
appreciation for opportunities,
and realized hopes?
I want to pay special tribute to
the B.O.G. degree program. It
has given my life new dimension
and meaning. The list of names
of facu lty, staff, and fellow
students who have made it pos
sible for me to achieve my goals
would be too long to ment1on
here. Let is suffice to say that I
have enjoyed, and benefited
from know1ng all of you.
I n conclusion, I would like to
thank the members of the
Cnminal J ust1ce Club for the1r
support and cooperation. Adieu
GSU, Adieu. Bless you forever,
Shalom.
Respectfully,
Phyliss Cohen

self-instructional format to be
used. Many businesses utilize
such a format today and a siLt
dent would be well advised to
become familiar with this type of
learning situation.
Here IS how 11 worKs: students
will .be required to buy a text and
follow a study guide outline. The
subject material will be covered
on videotaped instruction tor
reinforcement and to assist the
hands-on type of questions
which arise in such a course.
These videos may be viewed at
home on various cable chan
nels, watched in the library; or
checked out for a home VCR.
After performing the required
reading and viewing the tape, the
student will have enough knowl
edge to start his own hands-on
traimng.
That training can be in our own
labs or at your place of work or
even, in your own home. The siLt
dent would need an I B M- PC sys
tem and the software and

manuals specified in this letter
tor training other than in our own
labs. Many students train both at
work and in the lab.
The course may be pursued at
the studenrs own pace, except
tor orientation plus exams, which
have required attendance. Yes,
yes, yes- I will be available dur
ing my summer office hours to
help any enrolled students with
course questions. An orientation
to help with individual questions
will be held May 5 at 7:30 p.m.
on campus.
Students wanting to enroll in
the course should follow stan
dard registration rules. Students
who will be away at a spec1f1ed
time (known in advance) should
see me personally.
If you have specific quest1ons
that I can answer, please call dur
ing my off1ce hours: Tuesday and
Thursday, 1 1 a.m.-1 2:30 p.m. or
6:30-7:30 p.m. My number is ex
tension 2 1 0 1 - or drop by my of
fice. C-171 n
Donald Fricker
Professor CBPA

Senator Praises
Editor Ryan
1 w1sh to write proudly of Roxane Geraci-Ryan's article in the
last edition "This Is Your Paper." 11
was a bold write-up and it is
'
because one must have a selfevaluation before others. Roxane realizes that the editorial
board has been doing its very utmost to put this paper into the
hands of the University community.
Thank God; one must know its
value before others do or there
wouldn't be anything like selfesteem. It is feeble and little
m1nds that criticize, but when
g1ven the task, they perform less
if at all.
Amidst the tight schedules, the
student editors of the Innovator
have manaaed to put these

pieces of intormat1on to�ether. If
th�. l nnovat<;>r �hould listen to
cnt1cs, then 11 w111 be torn apart
But do not close your ears to
constructive criticisms if they
come. .
Whars worth saying is worth
saying, and I support Roxane in
to-to. Let the critics come up with
sound and useful suggestions if
they have a taste; otherwise they
are not part of the system they
want to tear apart with their
tongues.
Up l nnovatorl Up GSU!
Isaac Eferighe
Senator
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Editor defines
quest

This is no� strictly speaking, an editorial. It is more of a love
in. But I, as editor, am taking a small amount of executive
pnvtlege on thts one.
At 7 am. Apnl 1 1 , 5 I nnovatontes and one Student Senator
(Bev Randle, chatr of the Student Communications Media
Board - our governing bod0 set out to spend that day and
the next in workshops and informal sessions with our
young counterparts.
As typical GSU students we stood out among our more
typical colleagues of 1 9 and 20, but in spite of that or maybe
because of tha� for two days we learned. We learned about
journalism, advertising, printing, but mostly we learned
about each other. And as knowledge grew so did fondness
and respect We were, and are, six people with a common
goal.
We began with that goal, but as the hours passed, on the
road and into the wee hours, the goal crystallized and the
resolve hardened.
While we are here, we shall make the I N N OVATO R the
best student newspaper we can make it This is the legacy
we shall leave for those who come after.

Who are the six who will lead this conquering armY?
Bev Randle is a grad student in psychology and student
government leader. She possesses a strong practical streak
and tremendous tenacity when she sees a job to be
done.
Therese Wells is quie� soft spoke, just discovering herself
as a writer. When she does, look out world. This is a
special lady.
Wallace Bailey and Ron Young tend to blend in thoughts
of ICPA Both are big, quie� unflappable, wanting only to
take the world's greatest pictures.
And Rox, dear Rox! She shares in every award because it
was her instinct for what is right and good in our work which
chose the winners we sent Although she received no in-

IIIII

dividual awards herself, she was the visible force in all we
did, and with her talent developing every day, I have no
doubt that 1 987 will be Roxane Ryan's big year. J ust
watch'
As for the sixth, me you know.
Thts then was the GSU delegation.
The winners: Bruce Hall, teacher at Marist H igh School
and, so I hear, new father. H is spoof of sports writing " Bar
Room Athlettcs" won ftrst place for sports story. Con
gratulations on both achievements.
Lee Lyman is a beautiful lady, a poe� and thinks she does
not writewell. Herspooky" Uninvited Guests" came in third in
feature writing.
Joe Zierman's great full page ad for the Dick Gregory
event gained much favorable comment and a third place in
its category against the big dailies, as did Roxane's skillful
editorial page design.
To understand the magnitude of these achievements
keep in mind that the Daily l llini has a budget of close to one
million dollars and a staff in the neighborhood of 50 or 60
plus part-time reporters. Even non-dailies include papers
that come out twice a week In contrast we publish every two
weeks and have a regular staff of about 6 to 8.
Our final award was an honorable mention in editorial writ
ing to yours truly for which I am thrilled, if shocked.
A few general facts might be of interest here. The more
than 500 entries received for this yea(s contest was double
the number of previous years. Partially because of the num
bers, this was the first year that every paper entered did not
win something. Of the 24 papers represented in the contest
only 19 received awards and of those several got only
one or 2.
The awards were for us. They told us that our peers had
judged us and found us good. The knowledge and insight
we have gained are for you because it is you, our readers
who are the reason for it all. And we thank you.
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Ignoring the innocent

By Roxane Geraci- Ryan - Associate Editor

Ban the bomb! The echo of this phrase still rings in our
ears ... rings in the streets. I doubt if the most concerned pro
tester really feels that our nation or any nation will disarm
these mechanisms of death or burn the formulas that tell us
how to create the bomb.
I n vain, the "common PeoPle" try to end the destruction
before it starts ... in vain, the "common people" die.
No matter in what society the bomb explodes, it seems
that the creators of the conflict come through the fallout un
scathed - unharmed. These leaders who claim such bravery
and knowledge allow the innocent to die.
The fight between political ideas of all government ad
ministrations is fought not by the administrators, but by the
body counts of the old, the sick, the children, and those who
do not have the resources or knowledge to flee the
situation.
During the recent attack on Libya, Moammar Khadafy dis
appeared while his own adopted infant was killed and his
two sons were seriously wounded. When he re-surfaced
after the attack he was quoted as saying, in a broadcast to
his people, that it was "something personal between him
and (PresidenQ Reagan. From now on we will live in peace."
I n the same broadcast Khadafy also told the nation that
Reagan "doesn't have to try to protect his citizens because
we ( Libya) do not bomb children like the U.S." Yet there also
was a Libyan Radio call for Arabs to kill Americans
"wherever you may find them."
O.K, so the guy admits that it was personal between him
and Reagan, announces they are not killers of the inno
cen� and yet calls for the Arabs to kill Americans. Something
sounds very twisted. In fac� the whole situation is twisted ...

V\

Strategy of war is TWISTED.
Do any of you care about what surrounds us? As long as
we are sitting pretty in our homes with TV sets, VCR's,
telephones, refrigerators full of food and our 2.5 children
snuggled safely into bed ... why should we worrY? 1 find it dis
gusting that that is such a passive cowardice among us. On
the contrary, the aggressive cowardice of the terrorists is
equally disgusting!
Which is the better way to be? Is there a difference in the
long run?
On a smaller scale, I observed the same thing during a re
cent GSU bomb threat A bomb was supposed to go off
Thursday at 5:00 in the theatre. The hallway by the theatre
was marked off so the"innocenf' could not enter. A passerby
came to the Innovator office and informed us not to use the
hallway but neglected to tell us why. Is there a procedure that
states that the little people do not have the right to know
about bomb threats?
I ronically, the word spread like wildfire, especially to those
with the resources to find out about the situation. I had to
snicker as I watched many of the " resourcefur' people walk
out of the building with their leather briefcases at 4:55. The
unaware, the unresourceful stayed. Many were scared,
many laughed.
Fortunately, there was no bomb, but I had to curse that
aggressive coward who made the threat He/she was willing
to hurt and scare innocent people. I also had to curse the
passive cowards, those who ran out the door leaving the in
nocent behind - most of them uninformed.
My God, what a twisted sense of ideals we humans
have ...
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The Regional Employment Network at GSU will
conduct assessments of unemployed and underem
ployed workers at nine different south suburban
locations during the remainder of April. The assess
ment sessions are held by appointment only. The in
dividuals will meet with R E N community workers to
have their skill levels assessed. According to Adrienne
Jackson, R E N community liaison representative, the
interviews will be held at the Trinity Evangelical
Lutheran Church in Tinley Park, at the Phoenix V1llage
Center, at the Rich Township Hall in Richton Park, at
the Mex1can Comm1ttee Center in Ch1cago, at the
Southwest Community Service Center 1n Markham,
and the St . Victor's Church m Calumet City.
Assessments will also be conducted at the Human
Act1on Commumty Organization offices, the Wesley
United Methodist Church, and the First Lutheran
Church, all of Harvey. Further information regarding
the RE N and its services may be obtained by contact
ing Jackson at (3 1 2) 534-5000, ext. 2557.

A $50,000 grant to GSU from the State of I l linois will
result in an effort to improve the economic climate of
the south suburban region by "working to overcome
negative images and to establish proactive develop
ment programs," according to information released at
the April 11 , university press conference. The award
was made by the Department of Commerce and Com
mumty Affa1rs and was the result of legislation spon
sored in the 1985 session of the I llinois General
Assembly by Rep. Loleta Didrickson, A-Flossmoor. A
study of the region served by the South Suburban
Mayors and Managers Association will be conducted
by the Fantus Co. of Chicago. The university's par
ticipation 1n the study will be conducted by its Small
Bus1ness Development Center. Further information
regarding the study and its anticipated effects may be
obtained by contacting Cochrane at (312) 534-5000,
ext. 22 10.

Planners of the second Festival of the Arts to be held
next fall at GSU are seeking ideas from the general
public, according to Dr. Arthur Bourgeois, chair of the
Divis1on of Fine and Perform1ng Arts. The dates for the
three-day event have been set for Oct. 16- 1 7-1 8 to
comc1dewith I llinois Arts Week, Bourgeois notes. "The
interest in the first festival last year was sufficient to m
dicate that there is both interest and need for a maJor
celebration of the arts m the southern suburbs. To
make 1t even more �uccessful, we are ask1ng our
friends, 1n the commun1t1es served by GSU to become
involved with us. We want suggestions to make this
one bigger and better. Anyone with an idea to propose
can call my office at (3 1 2) 534-5000, ext. 244 7. We are
anxious to include any legitimate aspect of the fine
and performmg arts 1n the 1 986 festival," Bourgeois
declares.

"The United States and J apan: Living Together in a
G lobal Economy" is topic of a conference for second
ary and elementary school teachers to be sponsored
by the GSU office of Economic Education on April 28.
The program will run from 8:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
will be held at the Holiday Plaza in Matteson. The con
ference, including lunch, is free for secondary and el
ementary instructors. Dr. Hiroki Kato, associate
professor of African and Asian languages at
Northwestern U niversity and director of the United
States-Japan Cooperation Program at Northern I l
linois U niversity, will be the featured luncheon
speaker. Further information may be obtained by cal l
ing Mary Lou Manzardo at (31 2) 534-5000, ext.
2141 .

Current ·issues and prevention strategies concern
ing teen suicide will be presented during a conference
sponsored by GSU's College of Education; division of
psychology and counseling in cooperation with the
College of Health Professions; div. of health and
human services. The conference will be held May 14
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at GSU. The $50 registration
fee includes lunch breaks and materials. Conference
participants will learn the following about teen suicide:
1 . The extent and demographics of the problem. 2.Ap
propriate responses to a cry for help. 3. Prevention
strategies. 4. Effects on survivors. 5. School and com
munity resources. For additional information call
Roger Paris in the Off1ce of Conferences and
Workshops at (312) 534-5000, ext. 2484.

With the return of spring, the GSU Foundation is
resuming its narrated walking tours of the N athan
Manilow Sculpture Park on the third Thursday of each
month, according to William Dodd, chief executive of
ficer of the foundation. These special tours are offered
in addition to self-conducted tours of the international
ly known sculpture park, which are available
throughout the year. Private tours can also be
arranged. Graduate art student Daiva Gogola is the
guide for the narrated tours which begin at 12: 1 5 p.m.
from the information boot h inside the main entrance to
the GSU building. While the tour can be tailored to the
needs of the participants, it is essentially an hour in
length and involves as much as a mile walkmg b�
·
tween sculptures. For further mformatlon, call the u ni
versity Relations at (312) 534-5000, ext. 2 122.

New Creative
Magazine
by Valene Ramdin
The "Diner" - a free new
magazm e w 11 1 publish 500
copies for the final week of the tri
mester.
GSU Photography major Col
leen N ewquist is the editor of the
twenty page magazine. She said
that the "Diner" will contain un
usual prose, poetry, photographs,
and illustrations. It will be pub
lished once a trimester.
"Anyone can submit anything,
but it seems as if only students
from Media Communications
and Photography have respond
ed," Newquist said. "We want
people to stretch their minds.
College is a place where you can
experiment," she added.
Newquist recalled that early
this winter she noticed the lack of

creative med1a channels, so she
took it upon herself to create a
new magazine. " I feel like it's the
first time in my life that I've come
up with an idea and seen it
through," she commented.
Newquist said in the fal l
trimester she hopes to award
four prizes of $25 for the best en
tries and to have a volunteer staff.
"We don't care about the money
or being paid," she said. This
trimester the staff consists of ccr
editor Steve Bruce and New
quist.
"I really hope the"Diner"will be
controlled by the students, for the
students, Newquist concluded.
Although the deadline has
past for this trimester's publica
tion, entries may be submitted to
the Student Life office for next
trimester.

"Music & Kids"
by Jean Juarez
" M usic and Kids" is the theme
song for what will become an an
nual event
The M usic Educators Nation
al Conference (M E NQ spon
sored the world's largest concert
last March 1 8. This was in eel�
bration of March as M usic in Our
Schools month.
Governors State U niversity en
tertained visitors in the Hall of
Governors with ninety or more
children's voices led in song by
Mrs. Marylynn Wessel who said,
" I t was one exciting day."

The children were part of a
concert that originated from
Constitution Hall in Washington
D.C. This concert was telecas�
via satellite, to schools in almost
all of the 50 states.
The United States Air Force
Band and the Singing Ser
geants, under the direction of
Major James M. Bankhead, led
the selections some of which
were, " Irs a Small World," " M usic
and Kids," and "The Star Spangled
Banner." The children sang
along as the program was
brought to GSU via the satellite.
They had rehearsed the songs at

Photo Exhibit
by Nancy F rothingham
It all started several years ago
when Paul Schranz owned a
darkroom 1n Homewood. Enter
Arnie Gilbert, husband of Univer
sity Professor Temmie Gilbert, a
broken camera in hand. The two
men had one important thing in
common - photography.
I t didn't take long for a
friendship to develop. Gilbert
convinced Schranz to take a trip
to the GSU "warehouse."
The rest is history. Schranz
became a university professor.
Gilbert made a sizable contrib�r
tion to what is now known as the
GSU Permanent Collection.
The collection of photographs
is valued at $ 1 80,000, Schranz
says. Most of them represent the
beginning and middle phases of
photographers' careers. Some
big names included. The Brett
Weston and Ansel Adams his
torical photographs are among
the most valuable, says Schranz.
Portrait photographs are by
Wallace Kirkland and Yosef
Karsh. The photographer Misha
Gordin creates ideas in his mind
and then puts several photos
together to create an effect
Dance is the theme of several
Barbara Morgan photographs.
David Logan, another ben�
their home schools with their
music teachers.
It was probably the first time
any area schools have par
ticipated in the World's Largest
Concert This is the beginning of
many more such annual en
deavors.
Dr. Charles Hicks, of GSU, was
instrumental in getting GSU on
the new satellite. Monitors were
set up for b6th children and
audience. Wessel was very im
pressed with the way GSU handled
everything. She said, " It was
done with class."
The schools that participated
sent in the1r names and the nurn-

factor to the collection, donated
the Arthur Tress photographs.
Schranz says, "The idea of the
permanent collection is to use it
as a teaching tool," He adds,
"The photos are much more per
sonal than viewing slides.·
While most of the photographs
are black and white, some are in
color. Schranz notes that in the
case of the Walter N ulling
"school," color was hand-added
in an assembly line fashion. One
person would hand-color just
leaves on a tree. Another did the
sky. A third did water,etc.
Other antique prints are also
included 1n the collection. But
Schranz adds, "The prints have
been placed on a non-acid
board so their value as an antique
has decreased. However, how
long the print will last has been
increased." Photos do fade with
time, but those that have been
thusly treated will notlade for 1 50
years.
The collection is shown every
other year so it will not be publicly
exhibited again until 1 988. It is
locked up in the library but IS
totally accessible to students.
The collection is also catalogued
and on the computer. Students
wishing to view the permanent
collection in the library should
contact Paul Schranz.
bers of children that sang in the
concert They then received a
certificate for their parts. Over
350,000 children were in the first
concert, which was held in
1985.
After the concert Dr. Leo
Goodman- M alamuth I l l, presi
dent of GSU, spoke to the
students. His speec h highlight
ed the role music plays in the
school, and how much music
means to the students.
The concert was ccrspon
sored by M E NC and the Student
Program Action Council, of the
Office of Student Life.
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Comedy Comes To GSU
by T.C .Wells

A Fresh
Perspective

Mention that a comedy troupe
performed at GSU and most peo
ple will probably think of the kind
of skits performed on "Saturday
Night Live."
The April 4 performance by
Chicago City Limits was different.
Performing in the theater on an
almost bare stage, the group
delivered two hours of non-stop
rapid fire improvisation.
John McMahon set the pace
fort he 30 or so different skits, pro
viding just the right amount of
stride with perfectly timed piano
accompaniment.
With barely seconds between
skits, instantaneous lighting
changes continuously transfig
ured the stage, which held only
six chairs.
The six member company
directed much of their humor at
world events and leaders, punc-

tuating the longer three or four jJISt Dr. Ruth, answered qut::.
minette vignettes with shorter 30 tions on her radio program. The
second to one minute parodies. skit ended with a call from a farmer
One of the first satires was aimed who was troubled by a mis
at the GSU student body. This placed corn cob. Although the
skit pointed out that "they're so subject might be considered low
old they have geriatrics as a comedy, the skit was saved by
the actor's ad-libbing.
hobby."
Six floor microphones and an
During one routine, President
Marcos' wife Imelda is portrayed abundance of lung power pro
singing "Don't cry for me Phil pelled the voices of actors John
lipinos ...," Eva Peron style. I n Ten Eyck, Jeff Clinkenbeard,
another segment, the script Rick Simpson, Terry Sommer
assumed a political tone when and J udity Searcy to every cor
ner of the theater.
"The Farrahkan Can" was sung
U nfortunately, though, con
to the tune of "The Candy Man." trasting the clear audio, perfect
While the case used numerous timing, strong voices, great piano
ethnic accents, it was their articu accompaniment and effective
late speech and polished wit that lighting was the unimaginative
enlivened the dialogue.
costuming. The same remnant of
D u ring some of t h e im material seemed to crop up in
provisational skits, the 50 person every skit . One circular piece of
audience generated the who's fabric that looked just like a
and what's that would hold the Christmas tree skirt, was used
story line together. I n one over and over as a hat. This de
hilarious segment, the grey tracted from the originality of
naired bespectacled sex thera- the vignettes.

by Roxane Geraci-Ryan
Checkout lines everywhere
have one thing in common:
Magazines - in massive amounts.
Women's magazines dominate
the scene with their expertise on
fashion, recipes, and solutions
for modern social problems.
They all say the same thing.
Sometimes they are fun to read
but rarely do they reach the wom
an who wants to rise above
fashion and sex in order to ex
perience the many faces and
cultures of a woman.
The Creative Woman is just
that kind of publication that many
women are looking for. It has a
fresh perspective toward the
woman.
The Creative Woman, pub
lished three times a year, focuses
on special topics concerning
creative achievements of women
in many fields and cultures.
I have been receiving the pub
lication since 1 98 1 and have
never been disappointed. Some
of the past issues have covered
"Women on the Frontier," 'Third
World Women," "Women in Per
forming Arts," "Of Mothers and
Daughters," and most recently
"Women in China."
The best thing about this publi
cation is that it is easily acces
sible. The Creative Woman is
published under the auspices of
GSU. The editor is Dr. Helen E.
Hughes, Professor of Psychol
ogy; John Ostenburq, Director of

University Relations is Editorial
Consultant.
Readers are encouraged to
submit fiction , poetry, book
reviews, articles, photography,
and original graphics concern
ing the particular issue.
Future issues include "Heal
ing Rituals," "Flying" and "The
American I ndian." Deadlines
have passed for "H ealing.
Rituals" and "Flying" although
those who would like to submit
material for 'The American I n
dian" have a June 2 1 deadline.
"The American Indian" will examine
the history and the native Ameri
can women's contributions in
culture, art, values, and ideas.
Send material to Joan Bar
chard Lewis, Contributing Editor:
2350 Carriage Dr., Powell, Ohio
43065.
The Creative Woman is avail
able at many bookstores spec
ializing in women's subjects, at
public and educational libraries
in many areas, and at GSU
bookstore. The Creative Woman,
with its international flavor, also
reaches libraries in South Korea,
Holland, Bombay, etc. It is also
available by subscription by writ
ing to The Creative Woman,
Governors State University, Uni
versity Park, Ill. 60466. The cost is
$7.00 a year for regular subscrip
tions, $1 0.00 a year for donation
and automatic subscription, and
$1 5.00 a year for institutional
subscription.

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

Styx Frontman
Goes Solo
by Michael Trapp
BACK TO TH E WOR LD, the
new solo effort from former Styx
frontman, Dennis De Young,
leaves itself wide-open to the
question: Back from where? A
host of 'smart' answers come to
mind, but suffice it to say, irs out
of touch. There's nothing new
here.
If you're still listening to your
old Styx LPs (those of you who
have them), this disc should
blend in nicely. It has all the old
familiar Styx hooks and gotta
grab-ya choruses ("Warning
Shot," "Unanswered Prayers').
And remember those efferves
cent vocal harmonies? Yep,
there's some of that too, such as
in "Person To Person."
But along with the good there's the bad. A very large dose
of sappy, superficial, cliche lyrics
which come to their zenith on the
tears-in-your-eyes "Call Me" ("be
lieve me when I say to you/
anytime will be all right"), a syrupy
piece which clearly had hopes of
becoming the new "Babe" in
town (Styx-COR N E RSTONE,

Northwestern
TH E ALCOHOLIC
(Note from an Alcoholic
To his Famil-y?
by Lee Lyman
When you see me
Chilled by death,
Strange and rigid
I n my shroud;
Think of all
My dark transgressions,
And pray for me ...

"One olthe
Greatest
Films Ever
Made. Don't
Miss II!"
-Gene Siskel
and Roger Ebert

SPECIAL SHOWING
MAY 18-27 ONLY!
FREEDOM HALL

410 Lakewood, Park Forest.
Sponsored by Am Echad Synagogue, tickets

$20. Two showings approximately 9 hours
each; also two showings in two parts, 4V2

hours each. 330 seats. Intermissions, re
freshments, box lunches & dinners.
Student t�ts S 15.00

ResetYations and exact Umes phone DMD,
noon til 8 p.m.: (312) 748-2900.

1 979).
"Southbound Ryan" is a show
case of screaming vocals and
screeching guitar that may get
some air play simply because of
its local context. This somewhat
Blues Brothers-ish song lets us
know that even though "I've
been all around the world" and "it
seems half the population/took
the bus to Hollywood," that "the
Southbound Ryan/it takes me
home/the Southbound Ryarv'l
love that road." Maybe it's nfce to
know that De Young is loyal to his
town ... at least until the next song.
On "I'll Get Lucky'' De Young
muses about his dreams to
make it big, "I'll get the wind at my
back/sail right into H ollywood." (I
don't like long bus rides either.)
The title BACK TO THE
WORLD actually refers to the
side two opener "Black Wall," a
brooding tribute to the Vietnam
soldiers still struggling to ··come
home" from the war. You can't
criticize sincerity. But as far as
music goes, this one can be
added to the pile marked:
unimpressive.

REAL LOUD!

When you see me
Chilled by death,
Strange and rigid
In my shroud;
Think of all
My dark transgressions,
And pray for me ...
REAL LOUD!

calls for
volunteers
A Northwestern University
research study on stepmothers
is being conducted in the
Chicago area. The focus of the
study will be on stepmother
stepdaughter relationships,an
area of research that has been
only minimally surveyed to date.
Stepmothers w hose step
daughters reside with them are
invited to participate. The study
will not identify individuals, but
will look for general trends and
issues. It is hoped that the findings
will be helpful to blended
families and stepparents, an in
creasing segment of our so
ciety.
I nterested stepmothers or
those who know of stepmothers
who might be interested in par
ticipating are asked to call
Margit Kir-Stimon at Northwest
ern University's Counseling Psy
chology Department, Telephone
491 - 3264. Messages may also
be left at 799-0030, a local phone
number.
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QUIZ

ACROSS

"Who ln�ted � Paper Milk Carton?"

you

The 37 words and phrMeS hidden in this puzzle provide dues to the identity of the penon who invented the
�milk arton. Your challm,e ia to 6nd all of the hidden words and phraea within 28 minutes. After
have found all of the hidden words and phrucs you can find the name of this inventor amona the unwed
puzz le !etten.
The words and phrases have been hidden in vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines amona the 225 punle
letters. Some ol the words and phrues may be spelled baclcward,. Some ol the letters may be used men than ona.
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THIS
WEALTHY
AMERICAN
INDUSTRIALIST
MANUFACTURED
VALVES
USED
TO CONTROL

ALSO
INVENTED
PAPER
MILK
CARTON

WAS
NAVY
CONSULTANT

MARRIED
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Solution on Page 1 0

1 Article
4 Domicile
9 Greek letter
12 Be ill
13 Spurious
14 Bright star
15 Come to pass
17 Catches sight of
19 Bird's home
21 Teutonic deity
22 Walked on
25 Possesses
27 Wolfhound
31 Land measure
32 Offered
34
35
36
37

provisionally
Near
Unit of
Bulgarian
currency
Fruit drink
Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind

THE

SEASON

38 Amusing
persons

41 Cover
42 English
43
44
45
47
49
53
57
58
60
61
62
63

streetcar
Young g oat
Young boys
River in Siberia
Title of respect
Repast
Come back
Native metal
Tint
Declare
Obtain
Brown, as bread
Organ of sight

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

Flap
Hasten
Fairy
Competent
Old name of
Communist
party
6 King of Bashan

AnSWER
on
PAGI 10
7 Owing
8 Actual being
9 Pounds per sq.
Inch: abbr.

10 Color

11 Those holding
16
18
20
22
23
24
·26
28
29
30
32
33
35
39
40
41
44
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
55
56
59

office
In addition
Talk idly
Sunburn
Pamphlet
Moving part of
motor
Hypothetical
force
Norms
Chinese
distance
measure
Elude
Wants
Spread for
drying
Paid notices
Citrus fruit
Parent: colloq.
Succor
Note of scale
Permit
Most
advantageous
Encounter
Canine
Anger
Seine
Greek letter
Employ
Beam
Brood of
pheasants
Cooled lava
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Common job
hunting errors

GSU I N NOVATOR

by Robert a Nelson .
If you are about to go JOb hunt1ng for e1th�r a career position or
a summer JOb you w1ll do yo� r
best 1f you . watch for and avo1d
the follow1ng common errors
most frequently made by new
graduates

To the extent that you can
N umber 6: No Commitment
show how you can assist with an To The Job Search
employer's problems and save
Job hunting is less effective
money in excess of your salary, when 11 is casual, wherryou
your chances of being hired will have-time type of activity. It pr<r
increase. You need to focus on duces better results when you
the employer's objectives, needs jump into an active, busy job
and problems prior to explaining search that makes a demanding
all that you have done and can use of your time. Starting with a
Number 1 : Procrastin ation
do.
In this way you can em strong time and energy commit
Job huntm g can seem like an phasize those abilities that relate ment will allow you to come ac
awesome task, but it is guararr most directly to h is or her ross with a greater air of carr
teed to become more difficult the needs.
fidenee.
longer you delay starting. You
If it is not of the highest priority
Your
selling
points
might
irr
your
into
activity
the
work
to
need
you, that will show through in
for
elude:
the
ability
to
effectively
daily schedule, or if nothing else,
attitude and behavior. It is
your
at least start talking about job communicate, learn quickly, do easy to delay your search and fill
in
problems
solve
and
research
hunting with others you know.
your time with activities that are
You can place your initial a well-organized way, the quali less important or desirable for
willing
and
flexible
being
of
ties
to
thoughts about what you want
you. You need to make your job
do on paper so that these ideas to try new things; as well as hunt your immediate job.
possessing
good
work
habits,
a
is
This
.
are available for revision
simple, easy step that will give having initiative and follow-through
and a high degree of err
your search momentum.
N umber 7: Going To Too
Write a rough draft of a resume, thusiasm. Keep in mind you may
Prospects
Few
someone
than
expensive
be
less
think
can
listing everyth ing you
I n one analysis, job hunting is
of that relates to your goal. Final with more experience. You need
a number game. The more pe<r
ly, edit out information that is to not only claim skills and traits
such as these, but more impor- pie you talk to about employ
less relevant
tantly, you must demonstrate that men� the more interviews you
Number2: Not Knowing What you have them throughout your are likely to get and the greater
your chance of securing a posijob search.
They Want To Do
You cannot approach an emNumber 4: Overlooking Sel l- tion. What you want to avoid at all
costs is limiting yourself to the
ployer and simply ask, "What is ing Points
looking
When you are
for a job, first 2-5 prospects that you hap
available? ... I'l l do anything." Emplayers prefer to believe that you you are trying to sell yourself as a pen across and hoping to get
have come to them because you product In order to do so you lucky �ith one of them.
have g1ven some thoughtto what need to bring to light your assets The t1me you waste in waiting
you want and have selected and marketable abilities that for different steps of the employ
could make you a valuable em- ment process tooccur(receiving
them for specific reasons.
ployee.
Many of these skills are a resume, scheduling a firs� sec
You should be able to explain
how you came to the decision to taken for granted or completely ond or third interview, makmg a
work in the area in which you are overlooked by most new gradu- decision) will quickly take its toll
on your self-esteem. If you only
seeking employmen� why you ates.
contact a few leads, rejection
rr
umber
N
5:
Having
No
a
and/or
would
enjoy
believe you
becomes more personal than if
be effective in this area, and why Focused Resume
Your resume should be a corr you go to many, 5D-75 at least
you selected that particular employer to approach for employ- cise listing of your most 1m- You will avoid being as easilydis
ment Your search will be rarr pressive and pertinent experiences couraged if you are busy with
dom unless you first decide what as they relate to your specific ob- numerous other prospects. Ask
jective, which is stated at the top for additional prospective leads
you want to do.
of the page. To say too much on with each person you speak and
your resume will increase the soon you will have an everex
Number 3: Not Viewing Em chances tha
extraneous infor- panding network of contacts.
ployment From The Employer's mation
is presented that could
Continued on page a
Perspective
preclude you from being corr
Many new graduates do not
sidered for an opening.
look beyond their own needs for
I nstead you wam 10 maKe 11
wanting to get a job and fail to
as though everything in
seem
realize that they will be most ef
your
life
has led to the position
fective in their search if they urr
being the obvious next
seek
you
cover and explore each potential
for you. Unrelated experi
step
employer's reasons for hiring
hob
someone. In most businesses ence, personal interests,
social se
you will be hired if you can do a bies, heigh� weigh�
job that will earn or save the com curity number, marital status,
pany money in some direct or irr references, and a photograph
should not be included with your
direct way.
resume. A resume is not a
biography.

----�=====-==:-:-:-�=--=:����=�===--...;....-----1
Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1lle c:- .....,.., by Allco w•ker. (Wuhington 5qua,.
"'-. $5.115.) Winner ol lhe 1983 Anwlean Book A2- 0u1 ol Mica ..,.. .,_ on lie � by laak eo,_
(VInlllge. $4.115.) ,.._,_,.. or hie in Kenya.
a. N T_,_ � by Sidney Sheldon (Womer, $4"85:}
A WOfld ol -th. dlngerouo explcloU and narrow -.pee
4.. ......., Yoof,.-,. Mr. ,.,._, by Roc:hatd P Feyn-;;;;;;
(Bentam. $4.50.) EJcpb1s ollhe Nobel pnze-wonnlng oclentlll.
5. 1lle - lAM T.-, by M Scott "-<:11. (Touchstone
-:-
�).�and opltitulll lnoporatoon bye �ychoillnll.
I. Vlller ol ... f• llcle, by Gary lMwcln. (And�.�
Pat1<er, $5 115.) And 11�1 more Clll1oone lrom the Far Sode
7. f� .-.-, by Oenlelle Steel. (Dell, $4 50.)
Fom1ly hie in roo.y'o Ametlca.
I. llle CIIn oi ... C.. -, byJNnM Auet (Bantom, $4 115 )
1.

Beo•nnlng ol the aaga continued In The Valley oilhe Horoa.

f. Tile C:... by Erich Segal (Ban1am, $4 50 )
Tr8Ciung flw mern11ers ol Hetvwd'o ctau ol 111511
10. llle llftdge ....,_ ,_, by Richard Bach
_
There II ouch a th•ng aa a toulmate
�

(Dell, $3-;;:;

.. .... ......_...,... _ _ _ _ .., ..,. _ ...... .. _ _ ..;--

New G Recommended
Thou 111111 Nola. A-, by Alice Moiler (NAI../Meridlan, $8 115.)
Or. Mllle(a idMa bnng a MW, -tial und<ntanding In
confronting and trNting the devaa1at1011 or child abuM.

- Amerlce, by Jonathan Kozol. (NAUPiume, $8.115.)
With peoalon and eloquence, - 1 devaa1abng tru111 o1
do!Matlc llhte<acy end !ella us Whet we can and muat do about
1hta na1ionel d-.
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Small Book
Big Help
by Sue Fagin
Editor-irrCh ief

fact is right at your fingertips, no
digging necessary thank you.

TH E JOB H U NT: a concise
guide to the biggest JOb you' II
ever have, Robert B. Nelson, Ten
Speed Press, 1 986, 83 p, $2.95.
In the spring a young man's
fancy may turn to love but if he is
a young graduate they are more
likely to turn in the same direction
as those of his female class
mates, namely that first big job.
If the above describes you,
you have probably tried a num
ber of things, the placement of
fice, at least one career fair, and a
very large book your brother-irr
law recommended. By now you
are thoroughly confused.
Do not despair, help is here, 1n
the form of a small gray boo k.
Subtitled "a concise guide" it
does live up to its name. Each of
JOB HUNTs 83 pages is packed
with readily accessible help. Any

There are lists of questions
and answers, pages of sources,
sample letters, all in a book that
can be carried in the pocket of
your good suit without making a
lump. In addition, Sandy Stacy, of
the Placement office, tells us that
Robert Nelson, the author, is a
long recognized authority in the
field. She says she has been
using his materials for years.
There is one problem, which I
hesitate to mention. The work
sheets that end each chapter are
nearly useless if your handwrit
ing is larger than microscopic.
This problem can be solved by
ignoring i� even without the
worksheets it is a great deal at
$2.95. Or if work the sheets you
mus� find a friend with access to
a copier that enlarges.
Oh yes, and get a copy of the
book for your brother-In-law. That
fat one he recommended is
no help at all.

NSSL HA sets
screen 1 n gs
•

by Patty Weber
Speec h , language, and hear
Ing screenings will be conducted
at Governors State University, on
Tuesday, May 1 3, for children be
tween the ages of 3-B. The
National Student Speec h, Lan
guage, and H earing Association
(N SSLHA) chapter at the uni
versity is sponsoring the free
screenings in conjunction with
Better Hearing and Speech
month. The screenings will be
held from 9 a.m. to Noon in the
main umversity building in Uni
versity Park.
The student examiners will
work under the supervision of Dr.
Carolyn Conrad, a professor m
the university's Division of Com
munication Disorders, and faculty
moderator for N SSLHA. Conrad
expressed the belief that this an
nual activity not only provides a
valuable service to the com
munity but provides students

with excellent expenence m
assessment. Early identification
of preschools who have speech,
language, or hearing problems
can significantly aid the edu
cational process.
Each child will be tested in
dividually for hearing, oral motor
develop�� receptive language,
express1ve language, articula
tion, intelligibility of spontaneous
speec h, auditory memory, visual
motor skills, voice, and fluency.
Parental permission is re
quired before children can be
t�sted. A statement of participa
tion and/or recommendation will
be provided upon completion of
the evaluation. Parents interested
1n further information regarding
the screenmgs may contact
Patty Weber, N SS H LA repre
sentative, at (31 2) 4 74-7637 or
the university's Division of Com
munication Disorders at (3 1 2)
534-5000, extens1on 2408.

GRI is a SCientific org�nization which plans, finances and
!llanages corr:prehen � 1ve R&D programs for the natural gas
Industry and 1ts constituents. We are seeking an individual
to conduct pre and post-award audits for short and long term
contracts.
8S/BI\ in Accounting and some exposure to contract auditing
.
or related expenence plus strong interpersonal skills desired.
Travel 35%, home weekends.
Enjoy a growth-oriented envi
onment , attractive starting
�
.
salary and profession
al benefits. Forward resume with com
pensation requirements to: L.M. Henrickson, D�partment
GSI, GAS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 8600 West Bryn Mawr
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60631 . An equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.
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RAD IATIO N I N CIGARETT ES: Cigarette packages
already carry several warnings about the health hazards
from smoking. If new research proves conclusive there
might be need for one more .. "Waming radiation in cigarettes
can lead to cancer." According to the March Reade(s
Diges� cigarettes contain so much radioactivity that a pack
and-& half-per-day smoker gets a yearly dose of radiation in
parts of his lungs equal to what his skin would be exposed to
in about 300 chest X-rays. Although the experts are not sure
of the full extent of the health risks, Dr. Joseph R. DiFranza of
the U. of Mass. Medical Center believes that"radiation alone
could account for about on� half of all lung cancers."
REGISTRATION WITH THE SELECTIVE SERVICE: A
Tennessee law requiring men to register with the Selective
Service before they can enroll in the state's universities is
being challenged in court The would- be studen� denied err
rollment at Memphis State U., lost in the US Court of Appeals
and now vows to take his fight to the Supreme Court
BI RTH CONTROL; Students either don't know much
about birth control, or they pass it up because it is" unromarr
tic" according to a recent Gallup Poll of more than 600
collegians at 1 00 campuses. The poll found that 32%
believe that withdrawal will protect women from pregnancy
and, of the women who take birth control pills, a third take
older, more dangerous pills containing high estrogen levels.
Sixty percent had some education in high school, but 50% of
this group say they could have used more information.
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS: I nterest payments on
guaranteed Student Loans will double under · Reagan's
budget plan, according to the United States Student
Association. The increase will mean students will have to
pay almost $4,000 more to finance four years of college.
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK: Alcohol awareness
week, held last October, drew participation from more than
700Al of American colleges and universities, according to the
Association of Colleges Uniorr l nternational.
REPAY STUDENT LOANS: Scholars, graduate students,
and artists who haven't repaid their student loans on time no
longer will be able to get grants from the N ational Endow
ment of the Humanities. " Before we offer anymore tax
money, we wish to be certain that all applicants are carrying
out obligations to the citizens of America," says the N E H's
acting chair.
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Job hunting errors
Continued from p a ge 7

N umber 8: Going To The
Wrong Type of Prospect
Most people have a mental
image of job hunting that irr
valves reading the want ads, fill
ing out applications at person nel
_
offices, and perhaps checkmg
with an employment agency.
These activities lead to second
hand information about position
openings. You will be more effec
tive speaking directly to those irr
dividuals who have the authority
to hire you, namely the managers
in most organizations.
Althoug h identifying these irr
dividuals might require some ef
fort and investigative telephone
work on your pa� the payoff will
be greater since you will not be
one of hundreds of applicants
vying for their attention. You are
apt to learn more about th� com
pany's needs and upcom 1ng OIF
portunit ies there from those
people who know it best

Initially, call prospects on the
telephone to make contact I n
each case you should type a
cover letter addressed to the per
son with whom you spoke to ac
company your resume. Try to get
to know the individuals on an irr
formal basis. What will most
probably determine your suo
cess or failure in your first career
position will be your ability to
work and relate well with others
- not any qualifications you
might have.

Write a thank-you letter aner
each interview. It is interesting to
note that thank-you letters have
been found to have the highest
correlation between those peer
pie looking for work and those
who get offers. A well-written let
ter can say quite a bit about your
abilities and motivation.
It you avo1d these common
mistakes, your jobof finding a job
will be much easier. You will not
only be seeking a single posi
tion, but will also develop skills
you can use for the rest of your
life.

Show your interpersonal skills
when approaching your pros
pective employer. If you are cour
teous and likeable, you will have
If you avoid these common
a greater chance of being assist
ed in your job search and ul mistakes, yourjobof finding a job
timately in obtaining a job.
will be much easier. You will not
only be seeking a single posi
tion, but will also develop skills
N u m ber 1 0: N o Fol low you can use for the rest of your
Through
life.

The previous advice is offered
not wait to be discovered by Robert B. Nelson, author of
for the great person you are; irr The Job Hunt A Concise Guide
stead, be persistent in tracking to the Biggest Job you will ever
each of your initial contacts. have. Mr. Nelson assists stu
Keep control of your job search. dents through job-hunting work
At the close of your cover letter, shops and individual consul
indicate what you will do next to tation. He has been a college
follow-up on the resume you recruiter for a Fortune 500 com
sen� that is, calling later to dis pany, and has worked in various
cuss it lf an employer says he will areas of staffing and personnel.
call you in two weeks, call him The Job Hunt is published by
back first in 1 1h weeks. The effec Ten Speed Press, P.O. Box 7 1 23,
tiveness of your follow-through is Berkeley, CA 94707. It is avail
determined by the quality, not the able for $2.95, ask for it at your
quantity, of your contacts.
bookstore.
Do

Since fewer individuals go
directly to these decision makers,
you will have fewer competitors.
You might become the only carr
didate for their next position.

Number9: Approaching Pro&
pective Employers In An I mper
sonal Way
Your entire job campaign
should be very personally handled.

Ethel Cash

Employee of the Month
Our congratulations to Ethel
Cash, Secretary for the Division
of Communication Disorders in
the College of H ealth Pro
fessions. She is the April Civil
Service Employee of the Month.
The Director thought it was an
April Foors joke.
When convinced that the
award was serious, Ethel was
thrilled and overwhelmed at the
honor. The nominations and
award indicate E thel's pro
fessionalism and her service
oriented attitude. Ethel com
pleted the ten week EXCEL course
for office employees, offered
through the Personnel Office. lfs
great to see what can happen to
EXCE L "graduates."
Ethel says she likes the ease
with which she can do her work
because everyone is very or
ganized and professional and

everyone gets along well. She
also enjoys the student contact
especially when she can see the
students progress and know that
they are graduating.
Ethel originally came to work
for the College of Environmental
and Applied Science in 1 979
and the division where she works
now is in the College of Health
Professions. She said, " I've really
enjoyed working here - ifs
broadened my outlook so much
working in an academic envirorr
ment I feel it has really made me
a better person."
Ethers husband Jerry, and
their five children, are overjoyed
at their mother winning this
award. Originally from Kentucky,
Ethel, attended business college
in Louisville. Her hobbies irr
elude sewing clothing and silk
flower arranging.

SELL US YOU R TEXTBOOKS
Before You Fly Away!
Telephone. 534-0550

FOL LETTS GSU
BOOKSTORE
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King Eamie Wilkinson
President of the Student Senate

Of Cabbages
and Kings

The Student Senators display their matching shirts

Jam min'!

The King mingles with Sam Kibaya and Ken Bankole

The King and his court
Photos by Wa llace Bailey, Jr. and Denise McKay

King Eamie dubs Mike Blackburn
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Peace Ribbons I nspire Though t
by Stephanie Tolnai
Fifteen miles of yard long
pieces of fabric expressing
"what I cannot bear to think of as
lost in a nuclear war'' encircle the
Pentagon, August 4, in a peace
ful cry that history should not
repeat itself.
"The Ribbon" gathering that
day fulfilled the dream of former
H omewood resident J ustine
Merritt, who continues to work for
peace in a world she sees as
threatened by the possibility of
nuclear war.
"Its (The Ribbon) usefulness is
never going to be measured in
terms of thinking about the issue,
putting your thoughts together
and then being involved in
something so big," says Sheryl
lee Lowe, Illinois coordinator of
The R i bbon and wife of John
Lowe, Dean, College of Health
Professions and University Pro
fessor of Communications Dis
orders.

Lowe said she read about The
Ribbon in a local newspaper.
"The idea of being involved in
something so big grew on me
and I helped the initial Illinois
coordinator, eventually taking
over the job entirely," she said,
noting she had never been in
volved in marches or demon
strations previously.
Over 25,500 banners, 1 8 inches
by 36 inches, encompass The
Ribbon with 1 ,500 banners from
I l linois alone. "As I began to
receive banner pieces in the
mail, there was a realization of
how much time and effort went
into their preparation and that
people were concerned about
the possibility of a nuclear
holocaust," she said.
Banners were received from
various church groups, peace
organizations, Girl Scout and
Cub Scout troops as well as from
individuals, according to Lowe,

containing pictures of trees,
lakes, homes and people - any
thing which is valued. ''There are
a wide range of banners, which
are just about as different as peo
ple are."
The highlight of the Wash
ington, D.C. event for Lowe was a
church service held in a Wash
ington Cathedral., described as
one of the six largest in the world.
"It was a standing room only
audience of people from all over
the country and at that point I felt
everything done was worth
while," she said. "When the rib
bon was tied around the Pentagon
it was anti-climatic, since you
could not get in touch with the
size of it because it was 1 5
miles long."
Since the August event, por
tions of The Ribbon have been
on display at 1 ,000's of different
places including churches, art
galleries, banks, stores, and at

the University. Approximately 64
banners were on display last
month in the H al l of Governors,
after a request by the South Sub
urban Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Group, one of t he sponsors of the
"Bridging the Gap" conference
discussing the Soviet Union.
Close to 1 60 banners were
also on display at the University
in the same location for the Arts
Festival held last September.
Viewing The Ribbon accord
ing to Lowe, gives people a
chance to ponder that someone
cares to keep a peaceful world.
"Part of its value is raising con
sciousness, with subtle reminders
to value what you a1ready
have."
Four banners from each state
are presently being prepared to
be shipped to N ew York for the
1 nternational World Day of Prayer
on May 1 8. They will be presented
to international delegates in

attendance.
Permanent collections of The
Ribbon are held at the Peace
Museum, 430 W. Erie St., Chicago,
and the Oakland Museum in
California.
"The Ribbon is still growing
and we are very happy when
pieces are shown," says Lowe. "I
still encourage people to make a
banner and donate it to The
Ribbon."

NOTABLES SOLUTION

Flash your I.D.
for up to 20'- off
on your
Just present this ad and show us your student I.D. when you buy
yourself a Midway Airlines ticket to any one of our destinations
that includes Florida and the Virgin Islands-and we'll give you 1 0%
off any round-trip purchase.
Show us your first ticket's
passenger coupon and
flash your 1.0. for a second
time and we'll give you
20% off another round-trip
tickee
Travel must be com
pleted by December 31 ,
1 986. That means you've got
time for a Spring break, an
away game, come home in
the Spring and go back in
the Fall, or whatever.
When you need a break, Midway
gives you a break. Call Midway Airlines
at 1 -800-621 -5700, in Chicago (312)
767-3400, or call your travel agent.

RATI N G
WORDS FOUND
WITHIN 28
MINUTES

33 . 37

YOUR
WORD SLEUTH
RATING

SUPER SLEUTH

29 . 32

EXPERT SLEUTH

25 . 28

SENIOR SLEUTH

21 . 24

JUN IOR SLEUTH

Umler 21

NOVICE SLEUTH

SECRET M ESSAG E
'

•Proof of first student reduced rate ticket and travel
necessary to receive 20% discount coupon available at
all Midway ticket counters.

VICTOR FARRIS

Current student I.D. must be presented at time of
purchase and travel.
Travel Agent: This ad must be attached to auditor's
coupon at time of ticketing.

Puzzles by B EATSON ENTERPRISES

PO Box 304
Little Falls, M i n nesota 56345

Puzzle Answer

Midway A
!rlines �rv� s Bosto� . Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas/A. Worth, Detroit, Ft. Lauderdale, Ft. Myers, Indianapolis,
.
Kansas C1ty, �1am1, Mlnnea hs/St. Paul, New Orleans, NewYork (La Guardia), Orlando, Philadelphia, St. Croix, V. I., StThomas, V.I.,
Tampa, Washington, D.C. (Natio nal), West Palm Beach and White Plains.

�

1986 Midway Alrlones,lnc

Apr il 2 1 -2 8, 1986
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W I N N I NG
STRATEGIES
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Tape Transcription

Letters

I
I
I

Resu mes
��

I

Pro m pt Service
Ca ll
Maria nne

Term Papers

596-4721
P RO F E S S I C �!AL
TY P I NG S E RV I CE

a

I
I

"WE G UARANTEE
YOU'LL B EAT
THE TEST"

I
I
1
1
I
I
I
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MASTE RCARD even if you've
been refused In the past. We
have one hundred ways for
you to get the credit you need
to start building your financial

G U A RANTEED!
Extensive pro f e s s i o n a l
research has been done with

ADOPTION WANTED: Lov1ng
couple, mid 30's, he Eng/her full
time Mom. 1 child, 4 yrs., w1ll pro
vide love. fine education, suburb.
home, resume avail, confidential,
med. & expenses allow by law
pd. Call friend Janis (home)
collect 31 2/352-03 1 2, or attor
ney R. Guzman 3 1 2/762- 1 300.
PLEASE!!

future,

this program and the facl is
that It works, and Is working
for thousands of others ju st

like Y O U ! So get over your
financial

humps

and

give

yourself some credit.
For this

limited time offer

send (Cash, Check, or Money

Moore's typingtword process
Ing. Pick up and delivery avail
able. Phone 468-851 5 between
9 A M. and 9 P.M .
.

Unsure about abortion? Learn
about your other options. Free
pregnancy counseling with li·
censed clinical social workers
Free pregnancy testing alsc
avdi!able. Call 561 -5288.

In forma tion
Services
P . O . Box 1 782
Calumet City, IL 60409

�

Students _ Need a convenient
place to stay overnight one or
two nights a week? GSU staff
member within walking distance
offers clean, comfortable room
with desk, lV and private bath.
The price is nghl Call 5341 664.

CANCER SC REENING
PREGNANCY TESTING
ABORTIONS
Cert1fied and licensed personnel
Confidential

Ha mmond

1

•

OPEN HOUSE

Answe rs to
the November 11185 exam
Drawing for %
tuition coupons
5:45 p.m.

Oak Lawn Aprll 1 7

8:30 p.m.

O'Hare Area April 29

6:30 p.m.

Oakbrook May 1

6:30 p.m.

CaU for illf'ormatioa ucl ..-natioaa:
782-5 1 70

ceg

convlser-mmer

Ca l l col l ect for appt.
Merri l l v i l l e

•n

Chicago Loop April 28

•

=

.

•

CONTRACEPT IVE SERVICES

Order) $10 today!

.

(21 9) 845-0848
(219) 769-3500

(One m i l e from
So u t h la ke Ma l l )
Loop Servi ces - C h i cago

(312) 781 -9550

ICELANDAIR TO EUROPE
EIIERYTHINS
THAT ISN'TA BARGAIN
IB FREf
To Luxembourg: Roundtrip Fare
New York

. Earn UpTo$200 In
Extra Credit!
Now you can earn credit dollars-up to a $200 cash
rebate• -with the purchase of an Apple® computer from an
authorized Apple dealer between April I and june 30. 1986. It's called
"Apple's Student Break." And all that's required is written
verification of your full-lime status as a student in a t�- or four
year college or university It couldn't be any easier than that
Or anv more worthwhile. Because vou can use your new Apple
computer to research and write, organize and create high-quality
presentations And with access to hundreds of educational software
pro�rams. you can increase your knowledge in hundreds of subJects.

•

�tluufd l :Ai<r
•�«bates o1 r.s •oth an

Appk

'IP- •.d 1M 'IP-

lie. SilO ,.,th an

AJ'I'Ie

lit, Si'l •oth llaconto:.h'" and S.!OO •oth ll><ontosh Plus
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.
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Chicago
Balt.!Wash.
Detroit
Orlando

$458* S499t
$518* S559t
$488* S529t
$508* $549t
$518* S559t

Get in on our lowest fare to Europe in years. And with it, get a lot
more than just the trip over. Because, when you fly Icelandair, you get
everything you expect from a full-service airline, with no charge for
meals or baggage. Every fare includes free wine with your in-flight
dinner and free cognac after.
Icelandair Values Continue After You Land: Free deluxe, round
trip motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany.
Belgium and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or France.
Super Saver Kemwel car rentals at just $59 per week in Luxembourg.
And, if you choose, a day or two stopover in Europe's most beautifully
kept secret, Iceland.
• Super Bargain Fare, 6 ·30 day stay. tSuper Grouper Fare.
1 -365
day stay. Valid 5/16-6/8/86. $3.00 departure tax apphes. For
tnformatton & reservations, call your travel agent or

.
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l
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Get a low cost student loan
regardless of your family income!
With a Park Forest Federal PLUS Loan, your parents
can borrow u p to SJ,OOO pe r academ ic year for
a m a x i m u m of 5 years, regardless of your fam i l y
income ! A n d t h e special low interest rate makes it
affordable for any income!
St udents can qual ify for a Park Forest Federal
IGLP Loan if your fam i ly i ncome does not exceed
$30,000. In some cases students may qualify even
when fam i ly i ncome is h igher. Our I l l i nois G uaran
teed Loan Program offers direct , inexpensive loans
to studen ts. U ndergrads can borrow $2,500 per aca
demic year for up to 5 years, and those w ho go on
to graduate school can borrow an add i t ional $5,000
per year, up to a max i m u m of $25,000 for their total
education.
And at the low rate of 8%, Park Forest Federal's
I G LP Loan is a bargain for any student ! Pl us, we'll
al low up to 10 years to pay it back and you needn't
worry about that until after you leave school.
So before you take out a student loan, make sure
you do your homework . S top in or call us to find out
how we can help you meet the h igh cost of h igher
educat ion with low interest st udent loans that really
make the grade !

-

@
IIOUSIIi
LENDER
(OIJAI.

PARK FOREST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN
Number Four Plaza

312/747-0437
Rate subject to change

April 2 1 -28, 1 986

